
FIU will convene influential thinkers for one of the first conferences/workshops to 
address collectively this unique group of thought areas in higher education—the 
combination of which will reshape the future of both higher education and technology.

The conference and workshop will explore how diversity, equity and inclusion efforts 
respond to enhanced understandings of identity made possible through new 
technologies and learning environments.   

ThThey will examine how extended reality (virtual reality, augmented reality and other 
digital tools) can together reshape higher educational environments and support 
student acquisition of necessary 21C skills in support of their success.  

With the United States on the way to becoming a country with the majority of its citizens 
identifying as being from minority groups by 2045, the conference looks at how equity
-serving institutions today can prepare students for future opportunities and growth.   

Announcing the first conference and workshop to explore issues of 
technology, identity, learning, work, and community that will inform 
the future of higher education for decades to come.

Conference and workshop: 12/4/22–12/6/22 @ FIU in Miami

Underwritten in part by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation  

The Inclusive Campus of the Future: DEI, Extended Reality and
Student Success in Minority-Serving Institutions 



Arrival    Sunday afternoon, December 4, 2022
        6PM Welcome reception and speaker at the Pullman Miami Airport Hotel
          Possible Theme: Where are we starting and where are we going? 
        Evening reception/light dinner at the hotel 

Day 1    Monday, December 5, 2022, Tech Station, FIU Modesto Maidique Campus
        8AM Coffee, welcome, introductions
                9AM Speaker: XR and 21C Learning Environments
        10AM Panel and group discussion
        12 Noon lunch
        1PM Speaker: DEI and Racially Minoritized Institutions 
        2PM Panel and group discussion
        6PM Group dinner
        7PM Speaker: Humanizing the Other and the Future of Technology

DDay 2    Tuesday, December 6, 2022, Tech Station, FIU Modesto Maidique Campus
        8AM Coffee
        9AM Speaker: What’s Next? 
        10AM Workshops and reporting out
        12 Noon end  

Draft Agenda
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